Melanopsin supports irradiance-driven changes in maintained activity in the superior colliculus of the mouse.
Melanopsin phototransduction allows intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) to maintain firing under sustained illumination and to encode irradiance. ipRGCs project to different parts of the visual system, including the superficial superior colliculus (sSC), but to date there is no description of melanopsin contributions to the activity of that nucleus. We sought to fill that gap using extracellular recordings to describe light response in the sSC. We failed to observe light responses in the sSC of mice lacking rod and cone function, in which melanopsin provides the only photoreception. Nor did the sSC of intact animals track very gradual ramps in irradiance, a stimulus encoded by melanopsin for other brain regions. However, in visually intact mice we did find maintained responses to extended light steps (30 s) and to an irradiance ramp upon which a high frequency (20 Hz) temporal white noise was superimposed. Both of these responses were deficient when the spectral composition of the stimulus was changed to selectively reduce its effective irradiance for melanopsin. Such maintained activity was also impaired in mice lacking melanopsin, and this effect was specific, as responses of this genotype to higher spatiotemporal frequency stimuli were normal. We conclude that ipRGCs contribute to irradiance-dependent modulations in maintained activity in the sSC, but that this effect is less robust than for other brain regions receiving ipRGC input.